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The Reflection of Fairfield

The Age-Old Question
18 or 21?

Perlitz Faces
Nine Additional
Charges

results of a mock ballot sent around the
audience at the debate, 48 attendents
NEWS EDITOR
said they were in favor of lowering the
drinking age, while nine said no.
Do you agree with lowering
Seiser said the reason for orgathe drinking age?
nizing the debate was to introduce
The question of whether or
different aspects of the debate to
not the drinking age should be
Fairfield students. "We need to
lowered from 21 to 18 was the iseducate ourselves on this issue,"
sue of the Debate on Lowering the
he said.
Drinking Age, hosted and orgaJohn McCardell, presidentnized by FUSA and FUSA Presiemeritus of Middlebury College and
dent Jeff Seiser' 10 last Wednesfounder of the Amethyst Initiative,
day.
and James Fell, former
Accordmember of the Board
ing to the
OPINION PAGE
of Directors for Mothers
Against Drunk Driving,
Photo Illustration by Dan Leitao
were the two speakers at the debate — McIs The Wait Worth It?
The Lowering the Drinking Age deRead a student's opinion on Cardell for lowering the drinking age to 18
bate took place last Wednesday night
and Fell for keeping the legal age at 21.
the drinking age debate.
and discussed both sides of the issue.
DRINKING I PACTE 5
BY KERI HARRISON

I

BY CHRIS SIMMONS
MANAGING EDITOR
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University Applies for Housing Loans
MIRROR STAFF

Fairfield's housing initiative is close to taking a step
closer to reaching completion
after the University applied for

located at 10 Columbus Boulevard in Hartford. The office is
on the seventh floor. The public
is allowed to make a brief statement at the hearing, but needs
to submit notice at least 24

» FUSA Discusses Parking Issues | page 3
revenue bonds from the State
of Connecticut on Tuesday.
The University has asked
the state Health and Educational Facilities Authority to
make profits available from the
sale of $85,000,000 in bonds to
make a loan to Fairfield.
A public hearing will be
held on Wednesday, Feb. 17 at
10 a.m. at the authority's office,

hours prior. A written comment
may also be submitted to the
authority by mail at the address
above.
The University plans to use
the money for the following:
1. The design, renovation,
construction, equipping and
furnishing of the new Quad residence hall, the new apartment
style building in the Village and

three houses adjacent to the
campus, which the University
will purchase.
2. The renovation and
conversion of St. Ignatius Hall
in to student housing and John
C. Dolan Hall into an apartment building.
3. The refunding of the University's outstanding amount of
the $10,265,000 Series H bonds
issued in July 1998.
4. Costs related to
miscellaneous construction,
renovation, improvements,
equipment and furniture acquistion and installation at the
University's facilities.
5. Funding a debt service
reserve fund for the bonds.

The Independent Student Newspaper
of Fairfield University

6. Paying capitalized interest with repsect to the bonds.
7. Paying costs of issuance
with respect to the bonds.
The University plans on
purchasing three houses to
be used to hold 15 students or
faculty on North Benson Ave. at
1036,1082 and 1052.
The Series H bonds were
issued to pay for renovations
that included Dolan Hall.
The renovations and additional buildings will result in
the elimination of triples and
should cost $60 million, according to Mark Reed, the Vice
President of Administrative
Services and Student Affairs.

after the original Bridgeport grand jury indicted
Perlitz on ten counts of
related to the alleged
abuse of nine boys. The
superseding indictment
adds nine counts and
references an additional
nine alleged victims. He is
currently being held at the
Donald W. Wyatt Federal
Detention Facility in Central Falls, R.I.
If convicted, Perlitz
faces a maximum term
of imprisonment of 30
years and a fine of up to
$250,000 on each count of
the indictment.
Perlitz funded and
operated Project Pierre
Toussaint, which became
essentially a boarding
school for poor Haitian
boys in Cap-Haitien. The
Haiti Fund, which was
chaired by Rev. Paul Carrier, the former Campus
Ministry director at Fairfield, and half of whose
members
were comprised of
people with
Fairfield
ties, raised

Doug Perlitz '92
pleaded not guilty on
Tuesday to additional
charges brought after Nora
R. Dannehy, United States
Attorney for the District
of Connecticut, announced "a federal grand
jury sitting in Bridgeport
returned a superseding
indictment today charging
Douglas Perlitz with additional counts related to
the alleged sexual abuse of
several boys in Haiti," in a
press release.
The superseding
indictment charges Perlitz
'92, who had worked for
Project Pierre-Toussaint in
Haiti until he was indicted
in the fall, with nine
counts of traveling outside
of the United States with
the intent to engage in
sexual conduct with
persons under the age of
18, and 10
counts of
engaging
in sexual
conduct
in foreign
places with
Mirror File Photo money for
the charity.
persons
Perlitz.
This
under the
indictment
age of 18.
comes only
The alleged
days after Perlitz's legal
activity occurred between
1998 and 2008.
team filed a motion to
Perlitz has been dedismiss all charges.
tained since Sept. 16, 2009

Graffiti Artist CRASHes Fairfield

Contributed Photo

Well-know graffiti artist John "Crash" Matos has some of his art work being shown in the University's Quick Center of the Arts now through Feb. 28. See "Quick Center Gets CRASHed" on
page 11 for more information.
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Fresh Kicks for a Good Cause

THE STAG SCHED
THIS WEEKEND ON CAMPUS...
IN FIVE EASY STEPS
BYDEANNAMITCHELL
BUY: SEAN KINGSTON TRIPLE
THREAT CONCERT TICKETS
Tickets to see pop artist Sean Kingston along
with Eve 6 and Kat De Luna are now on sale at the
information desk in the BCC. Students can buy
their tickets for $30 each, and any additional ticket
for $40. Hurry before they become open to the
public!

WATCH: THE BIG
SUPERBOWL GAME SUNDAY
AT THE LEVEE
It's the moment of truth: The New Orleans Saints are battling the Indianapolis Colts
this Sunday during the SuperBowl! Grab your
snacks, call your friends, and find a spot in front
of the biggest television to see who comes out
on top Sunday at 6 p.m.!

Peter Caty/The Mirror

The Fairfield men's basketball coaches joined their colleagues around the country
on Saturday by wearing sneakers as part of the Coaches vs. Cancer Suits and Sneakers awareness weekend. The annual event raises awareness for cancer research and
fund raising. College basketball coaches around the country wore sneakers with
their suits to games played from Friday to Sunday. The, according to the National
Association of Basketball Coaches, the goal is to "remind basketball audineces
about the many way they can reduce their risk of cancer."
Stag, Lucas

CAMPUS
CRIME
BEAT

\

BY DAN LEITAO
STAFF WHITER

Tuesday, Jan. 26
10:56 p.m. There was a suspicious individual in Canisius.
The person was subsequently
identified as a student and
warned.
Wednesday, Jan. 27
4:06 p.m. There was a vehicle
found vandalized behind
Alumni Hall. It is currendy
under investigation.
Thursday, Jan. 28

1:51 a.m. There was vandalism to the North Benson
fence. Maintenance was
notified.
6:59 p.m. There was a
narcotics possession in the
residence life. The student
was referred to Judicial.
9:02 p.m. Public Safety assisted Residence Life with
the odor of marijuana in
one of the residence halls. It
resulted in a student being
referred to Judicial.
Friday, Jan. 29
10:39 a.m. There was a
narcotics arrest in one of the
residence halls and a student
was referred to Judicial.
2:59 p.m. There was a hitand-run behind Alumni Hall.

/
'

%

p
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Saturday, Jan. 30
1:07 a.m. Public Safety assisted Residence Life in breaking
up a townhouse party.
3:35 a.m. An investigation
into a fight at the townhouses. Students were referred to
Judicial.
Sunday, Jan. 31
10:40 p.m. An odor in a
residence hall resulted in the
narcotics arrest of a student.
Student was referred to
Judicial.
Monday, Feb. 1
2:34 p.m. There was a hitand-run in the Canisius
parking lot. This is under
investigation.

Better Know a Stag

'PP0RTI

GO: TO THE CAREER FAIR
AND FIND A JOB
The Spring Career Fair will be held
Thursday, Feb. 4 in the lower level BCC. Take
the opportunity to make a connection with
employers.

WEAR: RED FOR FAIRFIELD
FRIDAY
It's the first Friday of the month, so show
your stag pride by decking out in red! Then
make your way to Late Night at the Stag with
FUSA at 10 p.m. for food, activities, and to hang
with fellow fans.

CHECK OUT: "COUPLES
RETREAT" AT MOVIE NIGHT
Who doesn't like seeing Vince Vaughn
thrown into halarious, awkward situations with no
possible way ito escape? The movie will be shown
in the lower level BCC Feb. 6 at 9 p.m.

By the Numbers

BY MIKAELA TIERNEY

Who: Matthew Murray-Greninger '10
Major: Math Hometown: Point Pleasant, NJ
What change would you like to see happen on campus? I'd like to
see things not being taken away — from the trays in Barone to
sophomore parking, it needs to stop.
How do you deal with getting upat5a.in.six days a week to go to crew practice? Lots and lots
of naps.
What's the most interesting part of being a coxswain for crew? A lot of people think it's just like
sitting in a hole and yelling at people, but it's much more than that. You're the on-water coach, so
you're motivating and coaching at the same time.
What was your best experience studying abroad in Australia? It definitely WASN'T getting
mono in Sydney, but the Great Barrier Reef was pretty awesome. Surfer's Paradise was kind of like
Las Vegas...
What was your most unique experience at Fairfield? Dating my RA freshman year pretty much
allowed me to get away with murder... If you're an underclassman, I seriously recommend
following my lead.

44
Number of Superbowls.

22
Quarterbacks who have won Superbowl MVPs

10
Superbowls played in South Florida.
5

Fumble returns for a touchdown in a Superbowl.

3.3
illion people who have seen the Superbowl in person.
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Res Life Reworks Residential Colleges
BY M IKAELA TIERNEY
FEATURES EDITOR

"Students can choose to participate or not, and tBe idea
behind that was 'let's build a program and let the students
participate in building these programs," said Defeo. "That's
really where the identity is going to come from. All we're
doing is providing a shell of structure and opportunities for
students to engage... each year, the identity and the interests
of the students form the community."
Though the thought of living in a residential college can
seem intimidating to some, Defeo reinforced the reality of
being involved.
"It's not going to rule their lives," he noted. "Sometimes
students think it's going to be so much of a commitment...
there's plenty of time for those students to be athletes, to be
a nursing student, to be in the business school, to be in the
Glee Club, to do all the things they love to do and still have a
meaningful community experience."
The Living & Learning Web site explains that each
residential college includes "specialized courses, integrative
seminars, mentor programs, retreats [and] related events"
in order to bring college members closer together to form a
community. Each community is guided by three main questions that are specific to the theme of the college, like the
Ignatian Residential College's "Who am I? Whose am I? Who
am I called to be?"
Each residential college has its benefits, and the new
themes are tailored to fit the interests of many students in the
rising sophomore class.
The Creative Life Residential College will be located in
St. Ignatius House in four-person suites, a location that can
hold about 130 students. The St. Ignatius House, also known
as the old Jesuit Residence, has been remodeled in order to
better accommodate the new community that will soon be
moving in. The new community will help individuals to exercise their creativity at school, and encourages participation
from students who may have never considered their creativity
before.
Students in the Environmental Life Residential College
will be housed in Kostka Hall in four-person suites. According to the Living & Learning Residential College Web site,
students in the Environmental Life college will "explore important current environmental issues as well as their deeper

Want to apply to one of the new
residential colleges? It just got easier:

It's that dreaded time of the year again — the quickly
approaching housing lottery for all students. Rising seniors
-Fill out one common application
attempt to get approval to live off campus in the anticipated
beach houses, rising juniors clamor to round up enough
-Write a personal statement
friends to fill a townhouse, and rising sophomores debate vying for housing in the usual lottery process or applying to live
-List your on and off-campus activities
in a residential college.
The sophomore housing debate has just gotten more
-Provide a faculty or staff
interesting this year — the office of Living and Learning has
recommendation
introduced three new residential college options, in addition
to the two colleges that already exist. The living and learn-Rank residential colleges by preference
ing communities focus on a variety of themes; Creative Life,
Environmental Life, Leadership in the Ignatian Tradition,
February 15: Application priority
Service for Justice, and the Ignatian Residential College.
Residential colleges provide students unique opportuniMarch 5: Final application
ties to create communities within their homes on campus.
deadline to be considered
"They all look at the question of vocation — that's the
overarching theme that holds everything together," explained
Joe Defeo, the director of Living and Learning at Fairfield.
Yet the residential colleges being introduced this year all
focus on different themes, adding new levels of interest to the
The Ignatian Residential College will remain in Loyola
concept of living in an alternative community setting.
Hall on the quad, and the Service for Justice Residential ColThe Living and Learning Office Web site explains the
lege will still be in Jogues Hall. The Ignatian Residential Colcomponents of residenlege is now in its eighth year, and will continue to concentrate
tial colleges, defining
on employing "the Ignatian model of reflection to discover
EDITORIAL PAGE
the residential aspect as
the intellectual, social and spiritual truths" for both students
"an intentipnal living/
on campus and in the greater community and world, the
learning community in
Web site explains. The Service for Justice Residential College
an intentionally designed
focuses on an understanding of service and diversity, comLiving and Learning
building... that fosters
munication about causes and differences, and a willingness
It Up
friendships of quality
to help change injustices and issues that permeate society.
and depth, encourages
Defeo also emphasized the openness of each commulearning from one another and celebrates the diversity of its
nity despite their specific-sounding names.
members."
"It's important to realize that we ...want students from all
It goes on to explain the college component, which
aspects of the University to be in each community," he said. '
provides "a unique educational experience on the Fairfield
Just because a student applies to live in the Creative
campus where students, faculty and staff engage in common
Life Residential College doesn't mean they cannot also be a
pursuit of the meaning and purpose of our lives and of all of
leader like those in the Leadership in the Ignatian Tradition
reality, sharing that conversation with the
Residential College, and students in the LIT Residengreater university community."
tial College should also have some elements of creativ"I feel that I have built a much more
CREATIVE LIFE ♦ SERVICE FOR JUSTICE ity. The residential colleges do not aim to limit the
close-knit and meaningful community by
talents, interests and abilities of the residents to fit the
living in a residential college than I would
specific community themes — they aim to examine
each quality through the lens of the theme.
have in a traditional dorm," said Courtney
"You form a sense of community, a sense of
Monaghan '12, a current resident in the
meaning, and there's something important hapService for Justice Residential College. "I
pening," Defeo said. "Give the power to the students
got to meet people and have experiences
...that's where you get the best experience for all
that you don't anywhere except at a residential college. I think it's a great way for
involved."
IGNATIAN
ENVIRONMENT
Information sessions will be held in the coming
sophomores to discover new passions and
weeks so students can speak to other individuals who
to come together with a community who
have lived in residential colleges and can talk'about
shares similar goals."
LEADERSHIP IN THE
their experiences. Additional information and further
Each residential college is led by an orIGNATIAN TRADITION
explanations of the application process will also be
ganizational team, including a faculty chair,
Photo Illustration by Meghan Schelz
available.
the building area coordinator, an on and
New residential colleges are being created by the Living and Learning Center for
"At the very least, we want them to have fun,"
off-campus resource figure, and Defeo.
sophomores next academic year.
Defeo said. "And [we want them to] network some
Eventually, the University hopes to
meaningful friendships and get a deeper sense of community
have all sophomore students participate in Living and Learn
links to the natural world, to other people, and to future
than they've had before."
ing communities. Yet for now, participation is voluntary.
generations."

I
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Senate Opens the Door to Parking Issues
BY MICHELLE MORRISON
ONLINE MANAGING EDITOR

Construction on the new residence hall, including the
tearing up of the Village parking lot, will begin on March
1, according to David Frassinelli, director of Facilities
Management.
Frassinelli and Vice President of Administrative and
Student Affairs Mark Reed discussed campus planning
and construction at a presentation to the FUSA Senate on
Sunday night.
An option that remains open is the use of part of the
parking lot beside the Quick Center.
It "remains an outstanding issue" who will gain access
to those parking spots, Reed told the Senate. The parking
lot beside Jogues will be open for Village residents.
The challenge is that the University has a lot of
surface parking, but it is not situated in convenient
places, said Reed.
"They're there and they need to be utilized," said Reed.
The small parking lot behind Claver and the

apartments will remain open for use, but some of the
spaces will be rededicated as handicapped-only and
short-term parking.
The construction is beginning in the middle of this
semester because of the constraints of construction,
according to Frassinelli. It typically takes 12-15 months
for a project to be completed, so Frassinelli must count
backward 12-15 months from the time he hopes to open
the building and begin construction then.
Senator Will McPherson' 10 asked the presenters what
the University planned to do to reduce disruption of the
students during construction, both in terms of noise and in
terms of utility use. The utility lines to the Village lie underneath the parking lot where construction will occur.
Frassinelli replied that there is little danger of disrupting utilities because his department has relatively up-todate and accurate maps of the location of pipes and wires
in that area of campus.
Additionally, the work will begin with less disruptive
changes such as moving electric wires, so that students do
not face problems like the loss of heat during March.

It will be a "pretty contained construction zone" and
"not very disruptive," he said.
Senator Darryl Brackeen Jr.' 10 asked Reed if it would
be feasible to extend the hours of the shuttle to the train
station into the morning, to ease the commute of those
students with internships in the city. Currently, the train
shuttle begins at 12 p.m.
Reed responded that it was "fully possible" to extend
the train shuttle and students could work with Student
Activities on that problem.
Renovations will happen to the former Jesuit
Residence and Dolan Hall, both of which will receive
extensive updates. Dolan will be "stripped" down to its
walls, said Reed.
All four of the projects will receive new temporary
names, with street numbers based on significant numbers
in Fairfield history.
For instance, the new building in the quad will be
called 70 McCormick Road after 1970, the year when
women could become Fairfield undergraduates.
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Award Winner Reads to University
entire city.
During the presentation, McCann
read a few passages from the novel, and
spoke about the amount of research it
took to get in touch with the characters
was made apparent to the audience.
"I was impressed with the way he
wrote it and recited it because it seems
very creative in terms of point of view
and it seemed less like a novel and
more like short snippets into the minds
of the obscure characters," said Jon Lisi,
a sophomore at Fairfield.
Although McCann's novel is
mainly a depiction of 1970s New York
and concentrates on the emotions of
the lives being lived in its pages, it is '
hard to ignore its comparison to the

of social and historical issues, the
most reevant being 9/11 .The newly
constructed Twin Towers represent a
On the morning of Aug. 7,1974,
beginning in the novel, rather than the
Philippe Petit strung a wire between
destruction and terror we associate
the new Twin Towers of the World
them with today.
Trade Center in New York City. He
"It was a perfect way for me to look
went on to step out on the wire, a
at what is happening now while writing
quarter of a mile above the pavement,
about the past. Vietnam somewhat
and walk across eight times in a span of
substituted Iraq, and there are also
45 minutes, while New York's everyday
comparisons between technology, art,
citizens looked above in wonder and
and faith," McCann said.
admiration.
McCann is able to adopt unique
Author Colum McCann spoke at
voices, tones, and narrative styles
the University on Tuesday night, and
between different character story lines,
discussed his most recent book titled
creating vivid pictures while comment"Let the Great World Spin," which won
ing on powerful and relevant themes.
the 2009 National Book Award for ficHe brings out the soul and spirit of
tion.
his numerous characters,
McCann begins
and successfully connects
his story with the aerial
them by showing how they
crime, but he enriches
endure as well as displaythe novel with stories that
ing their humanity.
submerge the reader in
"The real world
several varied, intense,
interests me much more
and emotional lives of orwhen it is blended with
dinary citizens who were
the imaginary. I tried to
witnesses to the history
create portraits that I could
made by Petit.
inhabit and own. Even
As McCann stated, "It
though I wrote this in my
starts out with this angel
office, I journeyed and met
almost in the sky, and it
with these characters," he
goes down into the depths
said.
of the city."
McCann's message
The intimate acis that whether you are
counts of these fictional
walking on a high-wire
characters, which extend
or merely trying to live a
Peter Caty/The Mirror
from a Bronx drugsimple life, "There is still
Irish author Colum McCann spoke Tuesday at the University about
addicted hooker to an
an
invisible tight-rope wire
his 2009 National Book Award novel.
Irish priest, are eventually
that we all walk, with equalinterconnected to the point that their
events of present time.
ly high stakes, only it's hidden to most,
experiences describe the vibe of the
McCann introduces a variety
and only one inch off the ground."
BY ERIC BERNSEN
STAFF WRITER

Drinking Debacle Continues
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

Fell began the debate by saying
that he and McCardell both have the
same goal — "reducing the abusive
drinkr>
' ■— butthey
each an. 5,.... .,...
* different
ways.
His argument presented many
facts on why he believes the drinking
age should remain at 21, including the
number of alcohol fatalities among
young people and the higher percentage of binge drinking among young
people in Europe.
McCardell responded by bringing
up the connection between individual
state highway funds and the state's
legal drinking age.
According to McCardell, the
debate over the drinking age needs to
occur without the states fearing the 10
percent loss of highway funds.
In addition, he stressed what 18year-olds can do, such as serving in the
army. By having the drinking age stay
at 21, he said, "You see the inconsistency with that, I see the inconsistency
with that."
University Associate Vice President and Dean of Students Tom Pellegrino was pleased that the debate
opened up dscussion on the issue,
especially after the University signed
onto the Amethyst Initiative.
"Our motivation for being a signatory was to advocate for a dispassionate national debate on an issue that
is important to everyone but which,
to my mind, has not received nearly
the attention it deserves in the public
discourse," he said.

"In that respect, I applaud both
Dr. McCardell, Mr. Fell, and their respective organizations for bringing the
issue into sharp focus for us."
Pellegrino said that he does not
have a formal opinion on the topic
because of the many other issues
involved.
"Personally, I would agree with
Dr. McCardell that individual states
should be given the ability to legislate
on this issue without fear of losing
federal dollars, which is where we currently stand. My concern is that much
of the creative thinking that could and
should occur around this issue has
been unintentionally stifled," he said.
"That creative thinking was certainly on display Wednesday evening
with the comments from our students,"
continued Pellegrino.
Associate Director of Residence
Life Jason Downer also attended the
debate and felt that it was important
for the University to have open discussion on the ifeue.
"My hope is that the discussion
continues in public ways, that is what
has been missing until the Amethyst
Initiative started, I just hope it continues to grow and the debate leads both
sides to a better understanding of the
legal drinking age," he said.
Although he does not have a
strong opinion for either side, Downer
said that it does alarm him how much
students drink and binge drinking.
In regards to the discussions \
between students and staff members''
at the University, Downer said he
hopes discussion continues. "I hope

they (University staff members) took
it as an invitation to talk openly with
students about alcohol use, and not
'keep it in the shadows' and pretend
that students under the age of 21 don't
drink."
According to Seiser, he has
received an invitation to the Get Real
Campaign, which is a campaign calling student body presidents of universities nationwide to band together and
raise awareness about the responsibilities and consequences of the legal
drinking age of 21.
The campaign states, "As student
leaders, we are frustrated by the culture of toxic drinking among our peers
and want to take action to change it."
Seiser said that FUSA will debate
whether or not they will join the Get
Real Campaign at a future Senate
meeting. "I would anticipate signing
on to this petition," he said. If FUSA
does sign the petition, Seiser said they
would then write letters to Connecticut senators and legislators to raise
discussion about the drinking age.
"I would hope that students and
community members first acknowledge that there is a common interest
here — to safeguard the health and
well being of people," said Pellegrino.
"From there, we should think creatively about how this can best be
accomplished."
According to Pellegrino, "This is
an issue that is important to all of us.
It is also one that many can have a role
in addressing. I expect we will see a
strengthened discussion campus-wide
in the upcoming months."

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Dr. Nels Pearson listens as one of the winners of the
University's second annual Poetry for Peace contest
speaks and recites a poem on peace last Thursday
night.

Pearson Proposes
'Poetry for Peace'
BY GAELLE ISAZU
STAFF WRITER

Poetry. Peace. Pearson.
These three came together at the University's second annual Poetry for Peace
Contest this past Thursday night, where over
60 students were honored for their peace
poetry.
Started last year by Nels Pearson, an assistant professor in the English department,
and this year co-directed with Jerelyn Johns,
an assistant professor in the Department
of Modern Languages and Literature, the
program is open to students from kindergarten to eighth grade from Bridgeport and
Fairfield schools.
Seven hundred submissions were received in mid-November. The judges for the
contest consisted of the faculty, undergraduate and graduate students of the University.
Every contestant had to describe what
peace meant to them.
The winners, according to Pearson,
"They present these poems with concrete
imagery and that is what we look for."
This is the second year of the program.
Not only were the judges excited, they were
also astonished by the mature language that
the students used in their poems.
Picking 63 winners from 700 submissions proved to be a challenge.
"Your poems are the best of which we
received and they remind me of why we
study and write poetry," said Pearson to the
winners.
Not only were the students happy to
recite their poems in front of family, friends
and the community, but they were also
proud to have been recognized for their ability to write.
Imani Jean'Gilles, an eighth grader at St.
Augustine in Bridgeport, was not sure her
piece would be a winner this year.
"I had written about God last year and
this year I wrote more about nature, so I
didn't know if I would win," said Imani.
She was surprised when she found out
that she had won and was very proud to.
"Peace hides in the strangest places," she
said with a smile.
She was not the only one who had something to say about her poem. Benedict Kabongo, a fifth grader from the same school,
described peace as a gentle snow fall. Annie
Smith, an eighth grader from Roger Ludlowe
Middle School in Fairfield, described it as
"laughing so hard your face hurts."
Poem after poem and smile after smile,
the students showed their talents and exhibited why the judges chose them.
"There's always those one or two lines
that blow you away and we were blown away
by how impacted they were," said Pearson.
"Peace is all around us, " continued
Pearson. "We don't always see it, but poetry
helps to reveal it. "
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OUR WORLD-FAMOUS NUGGETS $7.99/LB
JUMBO BUFFALO WINGS $5.99/LB
SERVED WITH SIDES OF BLEU CHEESE DRESSING

BUFFALO NUGGGTS S7.99/LB
SERVED WITH SIDES OF BLEU CHEE5E DRESSING
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OPTIONS INCLUDE: POTATO CONES, FRIED MUSHROOMS,
FRIED ZUCCHINI & MAC & CHEESE
% TRAY $30 | FULL TRAY $60

ASSORTED WRAP PLATTER*
WRAP PLATTERS 1 $72 EACH
SELECT UP TO 3 TYPES: CHICKEN CUTLET ROASTED PEPPERS &
FRESH MOZZARELLA, CHICKEN CAESAR, GRILLED VEGGIE & MOZZARELLA,
ROAST BEEF b CHEDDAR, TURKEY & SWISS

FOOT LONG WEDGES*** $16.95/FOOT
**WEDGE OPTIONS INCLUDE: ITALIAN/AMERICAN/CHICKEN CUTLET
ftfc
SPECIAL/GRILLED VEGETABLE & FRESH MOZZARELLA

"Si

PLEASE PLACE ALL WEDEE ORDERS BY
SAT* FEB. 6TH FOR PICK UP ON SUN. FEB. 7TH.
CALL US AT 203-461-8095 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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Staggering at the Grammys

Living and Learning It Up
One of Fairfield University's
most unique qualities is the
option of Living and Learning
communities.
These communities were
created to provide great programs
through residential halls. The Ignation Resdiential College, designed
for sophomores, has offered a
great experience to its participants.
However, the key to the success of
these communities is the enthusiasm of the participants.
In the past, students chose
the Ignatian Residential College
over living in the Village suites.
Plans to create more of these
living and learning communities
were announced in conjunction
with construction plans of new
residences on campus. But now,
because these tight-knit community experiences will be offered in
various locations, it is quite possible that students will chose which
community to participate in based
on the location.
Fairfield hopes students will
embrace the idea of these living
communities, but an overload
may work against the University's
favor. At some point, students'
motivation to join these communities will be primarily to secure
preferable housing accommodations and secondarily for the
community it offers. This could
lead to a disinterest in the community, making the program less
memorable for the students with
the proper motivations.
While the multitude of communities will allow all interested
sophomores to participate in a
community, it will also divide
the sophomore class into various
buildings scattered across campus.
Further, students involved in the
communities will form relationships. Eventually, this will splinter
the class causing division and

competition between different
communities.
But still options can be a good
thing. Although the plans for the
Just-Us residential college, which
was set to open in the former Jesuit
Residence, was moved to include
part of Jogues, this offered an opportunity to students to gather with
people with similar passions.
Also, it provides diversity,
a key objective of the University.
While before there were more limited options for communities, now
interests such as environmental
justice or creativity will be represented more fully on campus.
Fairfield is a Jesuit institution
and living and learning communities are an important part of the
Jesuit ideal of cura personalis.
Students are not only paying for an
education in their chosen field, but
a holistic education, incorporating
the mind, body and soul. Fairfield
has failed all students whose only
achievement at graduation is a
piece of paper and the promise of a
job. Instead, the University should
strive to impart not just academic
knowledge, but the knowledge to
live a full life. Living and learning
communities are a strong step to
achieving this goal.
While some students may
be reluctant to join a living and
learning community, fearing the
stigma of joining a "God squad"
or a place with no good parties,
these communities are beneficial
to everyone. Each student will get
out of the community what they
put in to it.
Cura personalis along with
diverse ideas are crucial to a
Jesuit education, both of which are
espoused in living and learning
communities. These communities
will help make "Men and Women
for Others."

THE MIRROR welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:

In reference to Taylor Swift at the Grammy's. Have an opinion? Send it to opinion@fairfieldmirror.com.

Keeping Beauty Skin Deep
BY GABRIEIXA TUTINO
ASSISTANT ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Plastic surgery has always been a hot button topic in
Hollywood. At least once a month, tabloids publish issues
with stories speculating which celebrities had work done
and where. Most recently, Heidi Montag, a ditzy reality
television star, admitted to having 10 plastic surgery procedures. She's only 23!
As we all know, plastic surgery isn't just confined
to the youngest and hottest of Hollywood. Women of all
age groups and ethnicities go under the knife every year
according to 2008 statistics from the American Society
for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery. Ninety-three percent of the
surgeries were performed on women. Breast augmentation and Botox seem to be the most popular; perky breasts
and wrinkle-free faces are in. Why is that?
The bombardment of media images of what is beautiful coupled with low self-esteem is usually the cause.
Women always want to look and feel beautiful. If we have
a weak moment, we'll readily buy into what the media
says. It's sad really. Hollywood is full of celebrities who
have gone under procedures, and the exposure makes it
seem as if plastic surgery is the norm.
The train of thought follows as this: 'If celebrity A is
going under the knife, and she's my role model, maybe I
should go under the knife too. She's already pretty, she's
just enhancing what she has. There's nothing wrong with
being beautiful.'

Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted in person at BCC104, by

All these stories twist reality and people's perceptions of what is normal in the looks department. Plastic
surgery stories populate tabloids and magazines alongside
model ads and horror cellulite stories, forcing women to
re-evaluate their own looks and contemplate forking over
thousands for an enhancement.
Although most procedures are permanent, I think a'
person's happiness is more at stake. What if you don't like
what the doctor did to your face, stomach or butt? Will you
go back unsatisfied, hoping that a second attempt will give
you the desired results? If someone is unhappy with how
they look now, plastic surgery will only give them temporary happiness.
Women should focus on other aspects of life; it's the
things we do that make us happy. Looks only get you so
far. Besides, when you die, you'll decay into dust, and all
that plastic surgery will have been for naught.
I have a friend who at 18 got rhinoplasty done
because she felt insecure about her nose. She's trying to
make it in the music industry, and was definitely pressured by the high-class people around her. But she was
more beautiful before the procedure.
I can only hope that girls and women alike will learn
to love themselves from the inside out and recognize that
beauty takes on many different forms. We don't all need to
look the same. We should celebrate our individual shapes,
imperfections and assets. They make us special, and that
individuality is worth much more than the price of a
procedure.

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE

email at opinion@fairfieldmirror.com or through our Web site
(www.fairneldmirror.com).
All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print or
on www.fairfieldmirror.com
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and
grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities and personal attacks,

"I'd rather he a really good one-term President than a mediocre two-term
President."

and should contain correct and factual information.

-PresidentBarack Obama

Letters should not exceed 400 words.
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Is the wait worth it?
BY MEAGAN FLYNN
STAFF WRITER

When I was a freshman, my friends and I
started planning our weekends as soon as we
recovered from our hangovers and scrambled
to get our forgotten homework done on Sundays. In order to have our alcohol secured for
next weekend, we would have to find an upperclassmen or a friend with a fake ID willing
to take the risk of buying us drinks. We tested
our limits, we drank too much, and luckily we

lowering the drinking age is that of responsibility: at age 18, citizens are bestowed with all
of the very weighted privileges of adulthood
— enlisting in the military, serving on juries,
the right to vote — with the exception of the
right to consume alcohol.
There should be consistency with the
logic behind offering such responsibility
and privilege. Furthermore, there should be
education at home, school, and state levels
rather than offering "minors" little more than
denial and scare tactics. And finally, states

» Fairfield hosts drinking debate | page 1
all came out of freshman year alive.
This is not the case for the over 5,000
people under the age of 21 who die each
year from alcohol-related incidents. According to advocates of Legal Age 21, the raise in
drinking age in 1984 has directly reduced the
number of drunk-driving fatalities. Therefore
they argue the law should not be overturned.
But nearly anyone on Fairfield's campus
can tell you that the legal age is not stopping
students from drinking — in fact, it's causing a dangerously large number of students
to drink too much when they do decide to
drink, as opportunities to consume are few
and far between.
Binge drinking is not a phenomenon
limited to Fairfield. John McCardell, president of Middlebury College and founder
and president of the organization Choose
Responsibility, has seen the effects of binge
drinking firsthand and has been engaging in
debate over the 21-year-old drinking age with
everyone from Stephen Colbert to an audience in the BCC last Wednesday. His aims
are to inform citizens about the history of
Legal Age 21, to analyze its current implications, and to create an open-minded debate
amongst parents, educators and lawmakers
about alternative policies.
The points McCardell made Wednesday
night in support of these aims are clear and
logical. Perhaps the most cited argument for

should be allowed to lower the drinking age
without the fear of losing 10 percent of their
highway funding.
Oh, you didn't know that 21 is not the
federally mandated drinking age? Neither did
I. Many citizens don't realize that individual
states have the right to lower the drinking
age. However, those that choose to will lose
highway funding that often amounts to millions of dollars.
Whether or not the drinking age should
be lowered, this is still bad politics. How can
a state independently set its own drinking age
with the federal government holding millions
of dollars over its head?
One cannot argue with statistics,
however: since 1984, when the drinking
age was raised to 21, drunk-driving related
deaths have decreased significantly. You'd
be hard-pressed to find someone who would
argue that this is a bad thing. Yet as a college
student, I cannot help but agree with McCardell when he said, "It's not 1984 anymore.
The problem of 2010 ... is binge drinking." If
the drinking age were raised to 45, we would
see an even greater decrease in drunk driving
fatalities.
That does not mean it would be the most
logical choice for society. One must also
consider the argument that science presents:
McCardell cited recent studies that suggest
that the human brain is not fully developed

until the age of 25.
Clearly, binge drinking at a young age
can impede upon
brain development.
Yet the issue
goes back to education. Students on this
campus have seen
time and time again
that strict prohibition and the lack
of education often
practiced by parents
and educators creates an air of mystery
around alcohol consumption, enticing
students to unleash
their curiosity once
in college, with
detrimental effects. If
young adults had the
opportunity to talk
about and test these
limits in a safe and
controlled setting,
or in public areas as
opposed to basements and backyards
with no supervision,
the mystery would
be eliminated. Maybe we'd be drinking at a
younger age, but I can bet you we'd be drinking less and we'd be doing it in a safer way.
According to an article in The Mirror on
Jan. 27, after the raid at Bravo went down last
semester, instead of asking underage students, "How could you use a fake ID to drink
off campus?" Dean of Students Tom Pellegrino asked the right question: "Why?" Why
were so many students driven off campus to
drink at a bar known to turn their heads at
fake IDs?
The question of why binge drinking is so
prevalent on college campuses led University President Jeffrey von Arx to be among
the college presidents to sign the Amethyst

Photo Illustration by Jessica Giordano/The Mirror

Initiative, which "supports informed and unimpeded debate on the 21-year-old drinking
age." It is hard to say which side of this debate
is right and which is wrong. I, along with other students across the nation, can only speak
from my own experiences with drinking, both
on and off college campuses. As I see it, this is
not just a college issue; it is an issue affecting
youth across America.
But kudos to von Arx, McCardell and
others who are willing to examine a law
that clearly isn't working. Whether the
drinking age is lowered or not, a change in
society's mindset about drinking and education is needed, before more young adults
pay the toll.

An iPad a Day Gives Students an A!
BY DAN LEITAO
STAFF WRITER

Apple has gained representation in
the average college classroom as more
and more students want Macs when they
go off to college. The question is, will
students choose the iPad as well?
Apple is hoping that their latest
device, the iPad, takes off in many different fields, but the biggest area Apple has
to attract is education. The iPad has the
ability to reshape how students use technology in the classroom both in grades
K-12 and in higher education.
Apple's iPad will come in six models. Three of them will work on Wi-Fi,
and three will include a 3G cell phone
wireless chip. The various capacities are
16 GB, 32 GB and 64 GB.
Apple has established that the iPad
showcases many different features, some
that the iPhone provides, others that a
laptop provides, and a few unique components that the iPad will provide on its own.
The first and most important for students is an e-reader.
For both textbooks and classic books the iPad has the ability to
be the first e-reader will be widely accepted by students: One
of the most attractive benefits of the iPad as an e-reader is that
e-books will cost less compared to hard copies. Another reason
that the iPad is attractive is that it brings more to the table then
being a simple e-reader.
The iPad has the opportunity to become an integral part of
a students day by being a new age notebook. But while Pages
for the iPad will provide students with word processing, students
will lose out on the luxuries that a notebook provides; with a
notebook, students have the option to freely write all over the

grade tracking software. The iPad
can become an aid to students' every
day learning.
The majority of college campuses boast an impressive amount
of wireless coverage. At Fairfield, the
only areas that do not have wireless are some of the sporting fields
and parking lots. This means that
for many students, the "Wi-Fi only
option" would make sense, while
having only 16 GB would be more
than enough space for a student to
carry everything with them, only
potentially excluding their musical
library.
The iPad will also bring together
many features that smart phones and
laptops provide students with such
as email, contact management, and
A f** ^
calendars. Quite often students in
f\ \A V-»
today's world watch more television
shows on their computer then they
Photo Illustration by Dan Leitao/The Mirror
do on their TV The iPad's versatility
to watch it anywhere will be a much
nicer viewing experience then viewing their show on a laptop.
page as well as utilize highlighters and drawing diagrams.
The only thing that is holding the iPad back is that it still
A program like NoteBook 3.0 was brought to the iPad
needs a computer to sync with. At the same time, this means
to take advantage of the iPad's features, having the ability to
transform the classroom. The concept of having all of your notes that students may not need to get a new computer, but instead
for every class in one place that weighs 1.5 lbs and is 0.5 inches
continue to use their older computer and purchase a new iPad
thick is much more attractive to a student than multiple spiral
instead. This may pigeonhole the iPad to become a novelty for
bound notebooks and binders, not to mention text books.
college students who would rather choose a new Mac than an
The iPad would also be able to provide students with a
iPad and a older laptop.
more unique opportunity to learn with more options then the
We will have to wait and see what Apple's back to school
conventional methods. By utilizing iTunes U, Wikipedia, and
promotion is this year and if they somehow work an iPad into
other web based options, as well as the App Store which already the package. This will give us an idea of how serious Apple is in
has language learning applications, flash card applications, and its desire to make the digital classroom a reality.
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Science vs.
Religion

What the Tweet?
□

to contribute to society, except being an
annoying word.

BY DAN LEITAO
STAFF WRITER

Tweet this, tweet
that, tweet everything.
But has Twitter done all
that it will do?
Twitter, which has gained increasing traffic and use since its inception in
2006, has permeated all forms of media.
Broadcast television is constantly
asking viewers to tweet-in their views,
opinions, or the latest news. Newspapers, blogs and magazines all use Twitter
to bring the latest news to followers.
Businesses use it to update customers
on hot new items. Hollywood celebrities
and Average Joes tweet every single action of their lives, sending their feelings
and movements into the internet abyss.
What is A Tweet
A Tweet is a message of 140 characters, that is often known as microblogging. It has been argued that Twitter
could replace e-mail, text-messaging and
instant messaging because of its ability
to be accessed on a cell phone, smartphone, and computers with just one
account. However, it seems that Twitter
has run its course and has nothing more

About Us

Twitter in College
Twitter continues to grow despite
users' inactivity. It allows for users to be
passive viewers of the site, following the
accounts of others rather than working
to update their own.
Also, Twitter is often misused and
misunderstood. Unlike Facebook, which
nearly every student uses daily, Twitter
has not gained the same social clout. It
has a negative connotation of being a
nuisance in a way that Facebook never
experienced. Many often ask the question of what is appropriate to tweet and
who really cares about your tweets.
Twitter also suffers from not being
a necessity. Facebook is so fused into
much of our social lives that it is at times
hard to live without. Twitter is something
a college student can easily live without.
In fact, many students are better off
without Twitter because if someone has
a tweet they will probably make it their
Facebook status instead.'
Twitter's Last Hope
Twitter may have one last chance. In
the constantly changing realm of corn-

Contact

Slog

Status

Goodies

API

Business

Join today
Already using Twitter
from your phone? Click here.

Name
0
2
1
following followers listed

Tweets
Favorites
Following
© RSS feed of
tbeothermacblog's
tweets
munication, text messaging is the newest
and most popular medium for communication. As smart phones continue to be
the norm and messaging plans are factored into our monthly cell phone plans,
Twitter could be adopted as the free text
messaging option. If widely adopted, this
could be Twitter's opportunity. This idea
gained some backing when it was discussed that Apple Inc. might purchase
Twitter over a year ago, although those
plans did not come to fruition.
Unless something significant happens, Twitter will stay on the course it
is on now; gaining inactive users. So
until then feel free to tweet away... or
wish you never had to hear the word
Twitter again.

Help jobs Terms

Privacy

New York Times Charges for Content
BY LILY NORTON
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

because of this little clause: "Subscribers to
the newspaper's print edition will receive
full access to the site."
Do you know what this means? It
means people will buy the paper.
You may disagree; perhaps you are just
too eco-friendly for that. But really, have you
ever thought about how much energy it
takes to light up your computer screen?
I don't know about you, but if I'm pay-

Entitlement.
It's a diagnosis for the 2010 generation.
The Internet has made everything easy to
access, available at any moment, and, for the
most part, free. Take a look at the top sites on
the Internet — Google, Facebook, YouTube...
Anyone who tries to take that "free"dom
away from us is probably
doomed to failure. I say
probably, because even as
a person fed a social networking and video streaming diet everyday, I have
hope that someone may be
able to accomplish the feat
for successfully charging
for online content.
Then comes The New
York Times announcement. Starting in 2011,
it will start charging its
frequent visitors a flat fee
for unlimited access after
a certain number of free
articles are accessed.
You may say, Wait,
excuse me? Mr. Big Stuff? Changing Times traditions.
Who do you think you are?
Well, I know what you
ing for the online, then I better be getting the
are, Mr. NYT. Brilliant.
print version too. Besides, nothing beats the
If anyone is going to try to attempt setnostajgic feeling of picking up a paper, awkting online journalism in the right direction,
wardly trying to hold it open when it feels
it better be The New York Times. They often
set a precedent, and not to be cheesy like the like it's bigger than you and about to eat you
whole any minute. The ink marks on your
NYTimes Weekender commercials, but they
thumbs, even the smell of it, plus you can
do have the best journalists in the world.
keep copies and show 'em to your kids.
It really is a great plan — especially

Sorry, I sometimes forget this is a college
newspaper.
So now, you know how strange I really
am. I'm cuckoo for newspapers. But even if
you aren't, one can appreciate the statement
The New York Times is trying to make: Why
is it that when people see it fine to spend
thousands of dollars on clothes, technology,
music and movies, that the intellectual word
is given the shaft?
It's 2010, ladies
and gentlemen. Did
you really think information would be free
forever?
Even after journalists have spent years
talking their heads off
about the possibility of
charging for content,
no one has been gutsy
enough to take that
first step for journalism-kind. As Arthur
Sulzberger Jr., the
publisher of The New
York Times, put it, "We
can't get this halfway
right or three-quarters
Contributed photo
of the way right. We
have to get this really,
really right."
Can I just say, thank you so much for
your bold move, old friend. I have no harsh
feelings. I hope the best for you, and others
who may follow in your footsteps. Work
hard, look at the big picture, and listen to
your readers.
And what about us? We'll keep our inkstained fingers crossed.

BYANAZIEGLAR
STAFF WRITER

Recently, a teacher was accused of
having burned a cross into the arms of two
of his students. The person accused is JohnFreshwater, an eighth-grade science teacher
in Mount Vernon, Ohio.
This is not the only issue. He also suggested teaching evolution as a theory rather
than as scientific fact, and told his students
that they should not always believe science
as a fact. For example, he referred to a study
that explained homosexuality as possibly
being inscribed in a person's genes. He
referred students to the Bible for further
scientific research.
Other teachers complained that they
had to re-teach evolutionism because his
teachings were not sufficient. He also has
several posters of a religious nature, including copies of the 10 Commandments, on
the walls of his science classroom, and a
Bible on his desk.
He claims that he is being fired because he refused to take the Bible off his
desk. He stated that he did not mean to
burn a cross into the student's arms but
he merely wanted to leave a permanent X
using a "Tesla coil" as a demonstration for a
science experiment as he had done several
times before.
This is just a great example of how
twisted religion can sometimes become.
First of all, why would you hire a science
teacher who does not think evolution is a
fact, but rather wants to teach it as a theory?
He would be a much better religion teacher
than a science teacher.
The little town is very religious, but
even it should know better. The principal,
who is responsible for the good education of the children, should be especially
cautious when hiring new teachers. When
students are in school, they should be given
all of the facts in order to make up their own
mind. The teacher is not supposed to do
that for them.
Aren't church and school supposed to
be separated by law in this country? By having the posters of the "10 Commandments"
on his walls and the Bible on his desk, the
teacher is clearly violating that. He says that
the school only wants to fire him because
he refused to remove the Bible from his
desk, yet in my eyes this is reason enough
since it violates the law. If he refuses to follow, he can get fired. It is as simple as that.
He burned a cross into the arm of at
least two students but says it was an X for
a scientific experiment, which he has done
several 100 times before. Is it supposed to
be better that he permanently burned an
X into the arms of two students before?
Those kids didn't even know what they
were agreeing to when they were asked to
volunteer in class.
One of the boys complained to his
mom about his teacher burning a cross into
his arm. He would not have any reason to
complain or tell if it was absolutely voluntary and if he knew what he was getting
himself into. And why is there so much debate going on about if it was an X or a cross?
Just take a look at the students' arms.
I am all for freedom of religion and
freedom of speech, but as soon as somebody gets hurt you have crossed a line.
He had no right to burn a mark into his
students' arms; it does not matter if it was
a cross or an X. He was wrong by leaving
his Bible and the posters up in his science
classroom. He violated a law. Just one of
these acts should be enough to get him
fired. The school is absolutely within its
rights and to me, Mr. Freshwater sounds out
of line here.
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Day one
and we're in this together
Bring your experience and ideas. Day one is waiting and so is your team. At Ernst & Young, you'll find an
open and diverse environment. You'll tapjlnto your life experiences. Give fresh perspective to your clients and
your colleagues. And you'll learn from others who share your goals and aspirations.
Explore your career options in assurance, tax, transaction or advisory services.

What's next for your future?
To learn more, visit ey.com/us/dayone and find us on Facebook.
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SENIORS...LIFE'S NEXT CHAPTER IS ALMOST HERE

Fairfield
Career Corner

UN.VERS.TV

On-Campus Recruiting & Internship Application Deadlines
Operations Intern (Stamford, NY, Jersey City, NJ)
UBS
Intern Program Finance - Stamford, NY
UBS
Leveraged Capital Markets Summer Internship
UBS
Global warming & clean energy Intern
Clean Water Action
Transfer Pricing Internship
Ernst & Young LLP
Executive Team Leader
Target Stores
Executive Intern
Target Stores
Financial Management Program intern (FMP)
GE
Business to Business Sales and Marketing
Aflac Insurance
Sales and Marketing Internship
Aflac Insurance
Deloitte &Touche, LLP National Leadership Conference
Cintas Corporation
Management Trainee
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney (Westchester)
Products/US Wealth Management
Summer Analyst Program
Markets Summer Analyst Program
Enterprise Rent-a-Car Management Trainee

2/5/10
2/5/10
2/5/10
2/5/10
2/5/10
2/5/10
2/5/10
2/9/10
2/10/10
2/10/10
2/11/10
2/11/10

What's different
about graduate
study at the
University
of Hartford?
According to our students, it's the personal
attention they receive—during the application
process, when being advised, and in the classroom.
See for yourself how to get a competitively priced

2/12/10
2/12/10
2/12/10

Be sure to check Experience on the Career Planning Center
website regularly for updates!

graduate education with a personal touch.
Graduate degrees in:
ARCHITECTURE
ART
Illustration. Photography

BUSINESS
MRA. Accelerated MBA. Accounting

Career Fair-Not just for Seniors...
Thursday, February 4,2009
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
RecPlex
Employers meet and recruit Fairfield students for internships or full-time employment.
Dress Professionally Bring Plenty of Resumes All students welcome...

COMMUNICATION
EDUCATION

ENGINEERING
MUSIC
NEUROSCIENCE
NURSING
PHYSICAL THERAPY
PSYCHOLOGY

Early. Elementary, and Deaf Ed.
Ed. Leadership. Ed. Technology

Valuable Career Counseling
for a Lifetime
Matriculated students gain access
to our comprehensive careeradvising network. We will help
you find a job, evaluate a career
change, or discover new interests—all free of charge, even after
you graduate.
Great News
New England's first and only
masters program in prosdietics
and orthotics is coming soon.

Interviewing Skills Workshop:
Thursday, February 11

4:00 - 5:00p.m.

Kelley Center Presentation Rm

Drop-In Hours:
Do you have a quick question or want your resume reviewed?
Fridays
1:30 - 4:00p.m.
Career Planning Center

Employer Presentation:
AFLAC

Tuesday, February 9 5:00 - 6:30p.m.

Kelley Presentation Rm

Call today
800.945.0712
e-mail gradstudy@harrford.edu
visit www.hartford.edu/study

UNIVERSITY
OF HARTFORD
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Quick Center GetS CRASHed Graffiti Artist Shows at Walsh Gallery
BY TRACI DANTONI
ONLINE EDITOR

Contributed Photo

He began by casting the nozzles of his
pop art hued spray paint cans onto New
York City's subway trains as a teen. Then,
over the span of three decades, he transferred his vibrant graffiti and artful tagging
to canvas and Fender guitars. He has been
honored through art exhibitions in Amsterdam, Prague, Greece and the Modern
Museum of Art.
Now, the works of graffiti pioneer John
'CRASH' Matos are on display in the exhibit
"CRASH: From the 4 Train to Fenders — A
Retrospective" at the Thomas J. Walsh Gallery
in the Quick Center for the Arts.
Matos' work evokes a wide range of
styles that he blends to compose a style all
his own — the bright colors of pop art, the
immediate nature of expressionism, the
segmentation of cubism, and the unique
medium of spray paint. His art "deftly...

[simplifies] images, like that-of an airplane's
spinning propeller into the workings of some
cosmic machinery," according to an article in
The New York Times.
"Growing up in my hood, you noticed
what's around you, and graff was the design,"
Matos said of the influence he got growing
up in the South Bronx.
"The one thing that really impressed me
was the student interest with the exhibit,"
said Michele Maggiore '10, who attended the
opening night of the show on Jan. 28.
"There was a lot of excitement among
the student body, and it really helped that his
daughter, Anna Matos, attends Fairfield and
helped raise awareness for the show," she
added.
The show consists of fresh and dynamic
works of his forte — spray paint on linen or
canvas — including "Epoca," "Art of Steel,"
"Regal Blues," and "After Broadway Boogie
Woogie." Matos defines his ability to experiment and evolve by mastering other tech-

niques and mediums such as watercolors,
acrylics, oil paints and pastels.
Matos has been featured at the Sidney
Janis Gallery, one of the hottest art galleries
in Manhattan where names such as Warhol,
Lichtenstein and Rosenquist were shown.
He is known for his vibrantly spray-painted
guitars — which he dubs the Crashocasters
— and has painted backdrops and murals for
the likes of the Wildlife Conservation Society
at the Bronx Zoo and the new Esplanade in
Singapore.
"Exciting, inventive new artworks loom
on the horizon," professor of art history Philip Eliasoph said in a brochure that accompanied the show. "We are joyously confident in
knowing CRASH is still a vibrant force — and
has no sign of being 'burned.'"
Matos' work will be on display in the
Thomas J. Walsh Gallery in the Quick Center
for the Arts until Feb. 28. Hours are: Tuesday Saturdayfrom 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday
from noon to 4 p.m.

Contributed Photo

John 'CRASH' Matos uses a variety of mediums for his art — in this piece, he employs the side of a subway car to display his work and his name, CRASH One.

Jackstaposition: Cleanliness
main floor of my house looks like six
out of seven days a week.
Granted, the townhouses are
JACK MCNAMARA
not much to look at from the start.
STAFF WRITER
Built during the Reagan administration, their provided furnishings are
Spartan and constantly teetering
towards the brink of dilapidation,
their foundations have been deemed
no man's land fire hazards and many
I'm not going to lie, writing a column
— including ours — have had an ant incan be hard, even when it comes down to
festation that was more complicated and
picking a name. One of my housemates
problematic than the network of fighter
thought I should have called this 'Jack! Off tunnels used by the Viet Cong.
But God, I love them more than
the Record,' but that was almost-immediately rejected for reasons that should
Snidely Whiplash loves a dastardly plot.
So, for a while, there were attempts to
become apparent when you remove the
exclamation point. Still, I had no idea
be proactive about our deficit of cleanliwhat to do for the first of a series of 15 edi- ness.
Being the lovable, passive-aggressive
tions, so I asked around for some ideas.
I remember one response as being
ball-o'-fun that I am, I put up a sign which
particularly lively.
said, "REMEMBER THIS! DO THE DISH"Shut up, Jack! Shut up, shut up! I
ES!" But eventually, after a few months
hate you SO much! Now get out!"
of it being shamefully ignored, the tape
As I stepped out of the confessional, I holding the sign up, much like my oncethought to myself, "Gosh, what a disaster,"
strong ambitions for basic organization,
and, with that last word now on my mind,
just gave up. It just gave up and stopped
I realized 1 had my first subject: my living
trying to get its housemate to move his
room.
frickin' amplifier. IT'S BEEN THERE FOR
I live in a 7-man townhouse and,
MONTHS, KYLE! MONTHS! PICK IT UP!
truth be told, I am a bit of a neat freak.
Whoa, got kind of real there, sorry.
This can be a bit of a problem, considering
I try not to hold any of this against
a majority of the rest of my housemates
them, because if the worst thing in our
are almost certainly not. If you can envihouse going on is that it occasionally falls
sion the path of destruction a tornado
into state of disorder, then fine. Besides,
chock-full of exploding bombs and disori- I'm a fairly open-minded kind of guy.
ented elephants might leave behind, then
I just need to tape that sign back up.
you have successfully envisioned what the

1

Question of the Week
BYANAZIEGLER
STAFF WRITER

What do you think of
the University's plan
m
to remodel
Andrew Parker '12
Alumni Hall?
"In my opinion they
should demolish
Alumni Hall and turn
it into a parking garage. That would solve
our parking problems."

Meghan Hamel '11
"Maybe an athlete
would have more
input about the
facilities, [but] I just
can't believe how
much money is being
dropped to fix up the
school."

KelseyHunt'13
"Why would they redo
Alumni Hall? I feel
like it is unnecessary.
Maybe after redoing
the dorms they can
focus on the smaller
--things."

Alicia Bissonette '12
"I think that remodeling things is always
wonderful if needed,
but I think in this case
the money could be
spent in better, more
constructive ways."

Bernard Daraz '11
"For a school that
talks up its athletics so
much, it's about time
they had facilities to
match."
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When I Was 2 0: Talking with Father Jim Mayzik
BY KRISTIN GOLEN
STAFF WRITER

James Mayzik, S.J., is a passionate, approachable and
loved teacher in the Fairfield community. Mayzik is very
involved with Fairfield's Ignatian Residential College, in
addition to being the director of the Media Center in Xavier
Hall and the New Media academic program.
The Mirror. Where did you grow up?
James Mayzik S.J.: I grew up in New York City, the
greatest city in the world, the capital of the world. C-a-p-i-fa-1.
TM: Why did you choose to go to Georgetown, all the
way in D.C.?
JM: I was looking for schools that had a good political
science program... because I wanted to be a huge political
figure. I was into music... so I wanted to be in a place where
I could do that. I did not want to be in a small school. I never
looked at a single one. I got into Princeton but never looked.
I think if I had gone there to live closer, I would have went.
TM: What kind of student were you?
JM: I was pretty involved. I was in some musical groups.
I started working in Capital Hill. I used to work a couple
days a week. My sister said you're going to have to taste beer
when you get there or else people are going to think you're
weird. I was pretty wild freshmen year.
I was involved with the newspaper there. A lot of road
trips. The Hoya & The Voice (the hip newspaper).
TM: What was the best concert that you attended?
JM: I went to Bruce Springsteen, he came to G-town
actually. A huge favorite of mine was Cat Stevens.
TM: What was your typical weekend sophomore year of
college? Don't leave anything out!
JM: We would go to other schools, an all-girls school
in Washington called Trinity. We used to go over there and
meet the girls. There was another place in Virginia called
Marymount, it was an all-girls school.

Niles Muzyk/The Mirror

Jim Mayzik S.J. resides in Loyola Hall as an integral member of the Ignatian Residential College and holds mass every
Monday night at 10 p.m.

TM: What was your best memory from your sophomore
year at Georgetown?
JM: One night I went to this party and there was this girl
that I really wanted to get to know. I went to the party and
she completely blew me off. Clearly she was interested in
some other guy and I felt totally rejected so I took a walk to
the football field...
It was a place that I would go some times. I went up
to the bleachers and it was a pity party. Suddenly I heard a
voice, a professor there.
He said, "It's really something, isn't it?"
Then I looked back at him, and he wasn't looking at
the city, he was looking at the sky. It was a pretty defining
moment for me. Here I am sitting on the bleachers alone,
feeling sorry for myself.
It made me realize my perspective... It began a whole
other perspective on what I'm doing with my life ... because
I was part of something bigger,
It didn't make it any easier — I'm still looking for what
my meaning is — but it did help. It gave me a different perspective on life.

TM: Did you know you wanted to become a priest?
JM: I never wanted to be a priest. Even when I went to
be a priest, I didn't want to be a priest. I looked into many
things. I didn't really know much about priests. They did
something I never thought a religious person could do: they
believed and they thought at the same time.
I realized this as I was going through the rest of my
college years... Jesuits are not priests in a parish ...they can
from anything to a lawyer to ... a Jesuit clown.
TM: You help many students find out who they want to
be. What's the most important thing in this process?
JM: I think there are two things human beings need to
fulfill. I think people need to have passion, I think you need
to be passionate, and I think ultimately you need to be looking for the truth. The ideal person walking out of Fairfield
should be trying to get their hands on the truth.
Anyone who comes in your view is kind of your teacher.
It is important to walk humbly through your life and to recognize that everyone has a piece of the truth to give you. It
doesn't really matter if you have a career path.

Project Pierre Toussaint must reopen...now.
Sadly, the Fairfield University community has been sending a disrespectful message to the people of Haiti: "If your children report that
they are being sexually abused by one of us, we will abandon you."
The Jesuits taught me that the service of my faith must include the
promotion of justice.
Project Pierre Toussaint's school and drop-in center served the basic
needs of hungry, homeless, street kids. We must go to Haiti now to
show that we are in communion with the pain and suffering of the
victims.
We must go to Haiti now to work in "konbit" with our Haitian brothers and sisters to reopen the school. In Haitian Creole, a konbit is a
traditional Haitian method of working together to till your friends'
fields as well as your own - a cooperative effort."
Paul Kendrick, '72

Fairfield University's Spring 2010

Career Fair
Connect with employers aboutjob
and internship opportunities!

Thursday, February 4
11 a.m. -3 p.m.
(Snow date Friday, February 5)
The Leslie C. Quick Jr. Recreation Complex
(adjacent to Alumni Hall)
■MMmmMftiM

[/Suits recommended
[/Bring lots of resumes and your StagCard
For a list of companies, please refer to the
Career Planning Center Web site: www.fairfield.edu/cpc.
For more information, call the
Career Planning Center at (203) 254-4081.

Efe
CREATIVE LIFE
Who am I as a creative person?
How can I contribute
creatively to our world?
How do I live a creative
and examined life?

Who am I in relation to the Earth, the
world's people, and other living things?
What is my environmental impact
and responsibility?
How can I live a
sustainable life?

Who am I?

Live in Community,
Act in the World.

Whose am I?
Who am I called to be?

Sophomore Residential Colleges
„,cking back with friends, asking the big, "meaning of life" questions,
tegrating coursework with personal experiences, mentoring, retreats, and
a whole lot of fun! Offering the class of 2013 five sophomore
residential college experiences.

Which one will you choose?
LEADERSHIP

How can I make a difference here, now?

Who am I?

How can I understand, appreciate,
and explore difference?

Whose am I?
How am I called to lead?

WWW.

SERVICE FOR JUSTICE^

ILMZtlCi!

(II^KI

WEDNESDAY.JANUARY27,2010
1:30-3 p.m., BCC Lower Levf'l
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 2010
8-9:30 p.m., BCC Oak Room
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2010
7-8:30 p.m., BCC Oak Room

How can i be me in this
diverse world?

rescolleges@fairfield.edu
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Motion City Soundtrack Coming to Hartford
are absolutely necessary and then
have other people play them and
then mimic the other parts on
guitar and bass.

BY ANDREW ROBINSON
STAFF WRITER

Motion City Soundtrack, an alternative/indie band,
kicks off a new tour this week to promote their most recent
album "My Dinosaur Life," which was released on Jan. 19.
The Mirror was fortunate enough to score a phone interview
with bassist/vocalist Matt Taylor.
The Mirror: "My Dinosaur Life" is the new record, and
your first record with Columbia. How does itfeel to be back
on tour?
Matt Taylor: It's still very fresh to us. I wouldn't even
say the songs are comfortable yet. Hopefully it doesn't show.
Every time we play a new song, I am thinking very hard and
hoping I don't forget a part or something. It's really fun. I really miss playing new songs. You get used to playing your old
songs and kind of just turn your brain off. That's my favorite
part about being back on tour. You get back on stage and feel
very vulnerable whereas after two years of touring, you kind
of get used to it and you can turn off your brain and just go
crazy.
TM: Would you say you're currently still developing these
new songs in your live set?
MT: Yeah, actually we are still doing that. We only had
about three days of rehearsal and that was like two weeks
before the tour started because we had other promo stuff

TM: Your drummer Tony
Thaxton broke his arm last year
just before you guys were about to
start recording. How did this affect
how the songs were written?
MT: It completely threw us
for a loop. We had the general
outline of the schedule set in
place so the second that happened, we had to throw on the
breaks and immediately everything was pushed back a few
months. We knew we weren't going to track without him. We knew
we weren't going to hire someone
else to come in and play the parts
and we still had to write songs, we
weren't finished writing. Luckily we had gotten two sessions
of writing in. We had a good handful of songs and a lot of
ideas, but we didn't have finalized ideas by any means. But
we were all very discouraged, especially Tony. It's hard to
play with one arm and make the songs sound very rockin,'
you know? The songs didn't sound anything like they were
supposed to, and that forced us to work on our own more
than we ever had before.

«cjaai

Contributed Photo
Motion City Soundtrack will be playing at the Webster Theater
on Thursday.
to do. There are actually songs we haven't even played yet.
"Pulp Fiction" is a very keyboard heavy song and we only
have one keyboard player. So we had to figure out what parts

TM: Can you describe what it was like working with
Mark Hoppus,from Blink 182?
MT: Obviously, we went back because we love the
guy. I think that sometimes when you go to a major label
there can be a lot of pressure or people put pressure on
you, but fortunately we didn't feel that. It's been a very
smooth transition. Part of the reason we went to Mark
was because he's very comfortable to work with, that's
the most important thing for me. We knew that we liked
working with him and that we could be comfortable doing
whatever we wanted to try. We went into this knowing
we wanted to make a more raw-sounding, guitar-heavy
record and obviously he was a big supporter of that. He's
really just one of our friends.

Contributed Photo
as a band. We knew we just wanted to rock a little harder
and have a little more crazy raw energy. That was the only
concrete idea we had. As far as the explicitness of lyrics, that
always just happens. Justin (Pierre) will come in and sometimes spend a day, sometimes a month on the lyrics. He
always lets us have our say, but the good thing is that we can
totally just let him run with it. It may be obvious or not but
that guy just loves words ... he actually thinks about English
as a language and the sounds of words. There's a lot of stuff
going on.
TM: How has the audience response to the new Songs in
your live shows been?
MT: It's been really good. I'm actually surprised: We're *
doing like seven new songs a night but people are really getting into it. The UK is very similar to here, they actually rival
our shows here. Australia is good too but it really depends on
how often you go. You really have to keep at it and keep playing in those places if you still want people to go.
Motion City Soundtrack will be playing at the Webster
Theater in Hartford on Thursday, Feb. 4. You can follow the
rest of their tour (The Dino Trail) at their Web site www.
motioncitysoundtrack.com

TM: Would you say the rawness of the record was a natural development of the band or a conscious decision?
MT: That would be the one conscious decision we made

'When in Rome' Just Your Typical 'Rome'-ance
BY ROSEMARY O'CONNOR
STAFF WRITER

With Valentine's Day just around the
corner, I dare you to try and find better
time for a romantic comedy. Every hopeless romantic uses this time of year as the
perfect excuse to splurge. She will spend
close to 10 dollars on a movie where she
could pretty much figure out the plot and
the ending just from the previews, but still
enjoy it.
"When In Rome," starring Kristen
Bell and Josh Duhamel, is exactly this type
of film. Beth (Bell) and Nick (Duhamel)
meet in Rome, where they are the maid-ofhonor and best man at a mutual acquaintance's wedding. Immediately, they both
recognize the chemistry between them.
Contributed Photo
However, things turn horribly wrong
Kristen Bell and Josh Duhamel work well together on-screen to make this your typical
when Beth witnesses a clandestine kiss
between Nick and a random Italian wom- girly rom-com.
an. After a full bottle of champagne, she
swipes coins from La Fontana d'Amore
(The Fountain of Love) on a whim and later finds herself pursued by the five men whose
coins she stole — including Nick.
The movie, directed by Mark Steven Johnson, is both well-cast and scripted, and all
actors are convincing in their roles. Beth is a workaholic who fights love whenever it comes
her way, yet she can't help herself falling for Nick, a player who throws his comfortable

and the extra comedy provided by the sidekick
best friends often has the audiences rolling.
While the writers shaped excellent dialogue and a good central story, they probably
could have done a better job providing convincing subplots. What began as an exaggerated joke (the fact that Duhamel's character was
struck by Ughtning in college) morphed into a
major storyline and came across as far-fetched.
One flaw with the movie was its predictability. While there is a significant plot twist,
it doesn't occur until the last two minutes of
the movie. The rest follows the basic chick flick
recipe, which — though entertaining — is not
very intellectually stimulating.
The title is also misleading. Most people
would assume that the movie would be based
in Rome, when in fact, the majority of the film
takes place in New York City.
On the whole, seeing the film is an enjoyable experience and would be a fun excursion for a girl's night out, but I would suggest
holding off until the DVD release. Save your 10
bucks for a box of chocolates.
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iPick You
BY SARAH BORTON
STAFF WRITER

Song: I Want You (She's So Heavy)
Artist: The Beatles

Song: Short Skirt, Long Jacket
Artist: Cake

Possibly my favorite song ever. Bold
statement, I know. But there's the
combination of Lennon's raw vocals,
that guitar... it's just so damn sexy. I
love basically every version I've ever
heard, including covers and that one
scene from "Across the Universe,"
everything. That's about all I can say
about it. Go listen to it. Now.

I hadn't heard this song in years, but one of my
roommates from when I studied abroad put this
on a mix for me recentiy and it's one of the few
non-Spanish songs that actually still reminds me of
Spain. (Cue nostalgia). Anyway, the singer's voice
isn't anything special (I mean, it's Cake) and the
lyrics are random, but something about it just works.
Plus everyone eventually catches themselves singing
along to that one part of the song: "I wanna girl with
a short skirt and a loooooongg... jacket" and bobbing their head.

Photo illustration by Dan Leitao

Song: The Wombats
Artist: Moving to New York
The Wombats are a band from Liverpool, who, as far as I can
tell, started out as a kind of joke. I randomly discovered them
on a friend's mix and was subsequently addicted. I can't help
but smile when I hear this song; I hear that electric guitar
intro and it's just so upbeat and happy. And when I'm doing
the most boring thing in the world, like using the elliptical at
the gym while facing a white brick wall, I automatically go a
billion times faster when this comes on (a billion!). My roommate Carly and I actually got into a fight about this, firsdy
because we both claimed it exclusively as our favorite song,
and secondly because she wasn't sure that I should let you all
in on how amazing it is. But don't worry, I win. (Hollla Carly!)

Song: Arizona
Artist: The Kings of Leon

Song: Level
Artist: The Ranconteurs

Obviously, the lead singer's got a unique voice; and I know for
some of my friends it's an acquired taste. I really like this song,
again because of the guitar (I think I see a pattern here), but
also because I just get a feeling that it's genuine. I really didn't
know much about KOL until I randomly went to a concert at
the beginning of the year, but I was immediately hooked. If you
happened to like "Use Somebody" before it got ridiculously
overplayed on the radio, or if you still do, it's definitely worth
looking into their other stuff.

Basically, I just want to rock out to this song.

Graffiti Artist Finds New Canvas at Fairfield
BY AMBER NOWAK
STAFF WRITER

•

If in your mind, the word "art" evokes images of cold echoing hallways, wine and cheese
platters, and fashionable droning snobs, you
have been deceived.
Art is all around and within us in our daily
lives: in the luxury of a palace or in the filth of
a subway station, artistic expression is a raw
cut of passion and emotion that is the core
of being human. Currently on display at the
Quick Center's Walsh Art Gallery is the exhibit
"CRASH: From the 4 Train to Fenders: A Retrospective," which makes apparent this understanding of art as communication between
artist and audience with complete disregard
Photos by Peter Caty/The Mirror
for conceptions of social status.
Matos' graffiti art is on display at the Walsh Gallery in the Quick Center.
Featured in the exhibit are works by the
artist John "CRASH" Matos, a South Bronx naexplosions of color spring out of the walls rather than hang off
tive who got his start spray-painting old New York City 4 trains. them. These vast painted assortments of abstract and repreNow internationally known, the artist has since broadened his
sentational images inspired in part by graffiti art and comic
artistic range to include painted and mixed-media canvasses
book art truly make "From the 4 Train to Fenders" a rock
of his own unique style, still life paintings, ceramics, and even
concert of art exhibitions; the spray-painted guitar that is on
a series of Fender guitars painted by the artist himself.
display at the gallery amplifies this sense.
CRASH'S style is a fusion of influences from pop art, grafBecause "From the 4 Train to Fenders" is as expansive in
fiti art, and abstract expressionism. He never loses sight of his
the nature of the collection as its title would suggest, encomroots as a graffiti artist and in his work, takes the influence of
passing a great scope of Matos' artistic career, the artist was at
our culture from right off the streets.
first hesitant as to how it would all come together.
Ana Matos, CRASH'S daughter and a junior at Fairfield
"I didn't know how the work was going to fit. Some of
University describes her father as "down to earth" in the exthose works span 10 years between, I just didn't know what
hibit brochure: "For him, art is for the people, so why act as if
was going to happen," Matos said.
you are not one of them?"
But indeed it did all come together under the regulaThe canvasses are particularly stunning. Mammoth
tion of Diana Mille, Director of the Walsh Art Gallery. The

atmosphere last Thursday when the exhibit opened was
animated and congenial. Matos expressed that he was
extremely pleased with the end result.
A huge contribution to the energy on opening night
was the artist's personable and exuberant character. His
vitality resonated in his artwork ,in the lively disco music
that played during the reception on Thursday, and in the
chattering, smiling faces of the scores of guests who trekked
through the snow to experience it all.
Building on the concept of art as communication between artist and audience, it can be said that Matos' work is
interactive, engaging people on an equal level, and reaching out to them in a fundamentally human way.
This is literally true for a collaborative piece entitled
"The Fairfield Square 2010," in which students from local
Bridgeport high schools came to the gallery last week to
work with the artist on several small canvasses that were
then fit together to form one large work. This perfectly
exemplifies what art is about, making connections with one
another in our own world through expression.
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ffie 'Rigfit 'Bite
a review of restaurants in and around TairjieCd

Photo by Mabel Del Castillo/The Mirror

If you're more into pasta, the Penne alia Vodka is satisfying, and comes with
bread sticks and a salad.

Giove's allows you to create your own pizza with a whole wheat thin crust and offers a variety
of toppings including shrimp, steak, caramelized onions and fresh spinach. They also have
an array of sauces you can choose from including tomato, white, pesto, scampi, barbecue
and buffalo.
They have pizzas you wouldn't even imagined existed such as the Breakfast Pizza, which
includes no red sauce, eggs, mozzarella and any other topping you desire. They also have a
Shrimp Scampi pizza with shrimp, fresh garlic, scampi sauce, and mozzarella. And for the
chicken ranch lovers, what is better than the Chicken Ranch Pizza? This includes grilled
chicken, bacon, garlic butter, mozzarella cheese, cheddar and a special ranch sauce.
Another great dish is penne alia vodka, which has bacon, onions and pink vodka sauce.
It is served with soft bread sticks and a salad. If you want to satisfy that sweet tooth you can
indulge in chocolate cake, cannolis, chocolate chip cookies, tiramisu cups, brownies, or
lemon bars.
"This is my favorite pizzeria in Fairfield because it not only offers variety, but they give
generous portions and the food is excellent," said NickLauretti '12.
Not only is the food phenomenal, but their staff is friendly as well. They give you their
honest opinion when you ask them if something is good or what you could order that's
better. Their main priority is for you to enjoy your food. Most pizzerias just make their food
without thinking twice, but you can definitely taste the love they put into making every dish
they sell.
So the next time you want to stay in your dorm and treat yourself to real food, call
Giove's Pizza Kitchen.

Giove's Pizza Kitchen at 246 Post Road
BY MABEL DEL CASTILLO
STAFF WRITER

Whether it's due to the inclement winter weather or you want to avoid someone in Barone, most of us wish there was somewhere we can just order-out from so that we don't have
to leave our dorm.
Giove's Pizza Kitchen, located at 246 Post Rd., is definitely the place to call. It is open
seven days a week and you can pay with cash or credit. You may also place your order online
at giovespizza.com. They are very precise and efficient with their deliveries.
Their menu includes breakfast (served all day), lunch (served until 3 p.m.), dinner
and dessert. The options range from appetizers, soups, salads, wraps and paninis to burgers, pizza and pasta. They also offer a ton of specials on their menu and the prices are quite
reasonable.
My personal favorite is the grilled veggie wrap. It consists of grilled eggplant, zucchini
and Portobello mushrooms with tomato, roasted red peppers and feta served on a whole
wheat wrap. You can choose between the balsamic vinaigrette or Parmesan peppercorn
dressing, but I would recommend the balsamic vinaigrette. I also ask for grilled chicken to be
added. Just to put it out there, this isn't the typical dinky wrap you expect; you definitely get
your money's worth.
If your weakness is pizza and you don't want to break your New Year's resolution,

Photo by Mabel Del Castillo/The Mirror

The veggie wrap is delicious, filled with grilled eggplant, zucchini, and portobello mushrooms.

Celeb Weekly Roundup

They said it:

the latest gossip about your favorite stars

*74e (fasMutuf, 4- 'Red &swfiet

BY RENEE BORGHESI
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"I never wear pants."
—Heidi Klum, on who wears the
pants on Valentine's Day, her or her husband
Seal.

^r
What's that smell? Oh, it's Jersey

Wedding bells are ringing

Mike Sorrentino, more commonly known as "The Situation" from MTV's "Jersey Shore" confirmed to Access Hollywood that he is launching his own fragrance. His cologne
will be called "Sitch" and will be coming out in the next
couple of months.

Actress Kristen Bell, 29, is engaged to Dax Shepard,
which E! News confirmed Sunday after Bell showed
off her ring at the Grammy's. Shepard, 35, popped
the question over the holidays, about two years after
they started dating. Both appear in the new romantic comedy "When in Rome."

"We're gonna grow beards."
—Linkin Park's Joe Han, on what the
band will do after the show.

"They're just gonna spray her with glue and
run her through a Build-A-Bear workshop."
— Stephen Colbert, on what he
thought would be Lady Gaga's second outfit
of the night.

"I laugh. It comes on so many different radio
stations. You never know if it's gonna come
on a smooth jazz station."
— Jason Mraz, on his reaction to
hearing his own ings on the radio.

Just add "knight" to the resume

"They're lying, and they're full of crap."
— Kathy Griffin, on people who say
they're happy just to be nominated.

Jim Carrey and Ewan McGregor were honored by French Culture Minister Frederic Mitterrand, who named them knights in
the National Order of Arts and Letters, given in recognition for
the contributions to the film industry.
All photos contributed
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FUSA PRESENTS COMING EVENTS

UPCOMING EVENTS

EXTREME BOWLING - THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4TH
BUSES LEAVE ALUMNI HALL AT 9PM
LATE NIGHT @ THE STAG - FRIDAY FEBRUARY 5TH @ 10PM
MOUNT SNOW SKI TRIP - SATURDAY FEBRUARY 6TH
BUSES LEAVE ALUMNI HALL AT 6AM
MOVIE NIGHT - SATURDAY FEBRUARY 6TH @ 9PM (LOWER LEVEL

FUSA CONCERT!

FUSA PRESENTS:
SEAN KINGSTON, EVE 6, AND KAT DELUNA
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20TH

TICKET ON SALE

NOW!

- ALUMNI HALL

STUDENT:

$30

PUBLIC:

$40

THERE WILL BE A MEETING FORALL STUDENTS INTERESTED IN VOLUNTEERING FORTHE
CONCERT ON WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10 AT 7:30 P.M. IN THE BCC LL

BCC)

GET OUTTA BED, PUT ON

FUSA2010 ELECTION INFORMATION

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH

JANUARY 19,2010 - FUSA ELECTION PACKET AVAILABLE IN BCC 212
FEBRUARY 5,2010 - ELECTION PACKETS DUE TO BCC 212
FEBRUARY 10,2010 - MEETTHE CANDIDATES NIGHT - MAIN DINING ROOM AND THE LEVEE
FEBRUARY 17,2010 - FUSA PRIMARY ELECTION (IF NECESSARY) '

RED!

THE FIRST ONE HUNDRED STUDENTS GET FREE SWEATPANTS AT LATE NIGHT
@ THE STAG. COME LISTEN TO A GREAT BAND, HANG OUT WITH FRIENDS,
AND EAT SOME DELICIOUS FOOD ALL WHILE WEARING YOUR FAIRFIELD RED!

FEBRUARY 23,2010- ELECTION DAY AND POST-ELECTION PARTYATTHE LEVEE

FUSA: THE OFFICIAL STUDENT GOVERNMENT OF FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
BY THE STUDENTS, FORTHE STUDENTS

FUSA LOGO REDESIGN CONTEST
WE ARE CHANGING THE FUSA LOGO AND WE WANT YOUR HELP!
STOP BY THE FUSA OFFICE, BCC INFO DESK, OR LOG ON TO WWW.
FAIRFIELD.EDU/FUSA FORTHE CONTEST RULES AND REGULATIONS.
ALL SUBMISSIONS MUST BE IN BY FEBRUARY 22 BY 4 P.M. THE
GRAND PRIZE WINNER WILL TAKE HOME A $500 GIFT CARD!!!

BECOME OUR FAN ON FACEBOOK!

TO PURCHASE TICKETS FOR EVENTS: VISIT THE BCC INFO DESK
FOR MORE INFORMATION: VISIT THE FUSA OFFICE AT THE LOWER LEVEL BCC OR LOG ONTO FAIRFIELD.EDU/FUSA
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answers to our games.
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Editor Tom Cleary » ntirrorcoffeebreak@gmail.com
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Dear T)ee,
I am a sophomore and I feel like my life is spinning out of control
with all the work. On top of schoolwork (which seems never-ending), I tutor kids with math to make money, and I am in the finance
club. I feel like just giving up on it all. What should I do?

questions to
deardee@
fair fie CcCmirror.
com

Spinning Out of Control
Dear Spinning Out of Control,
I know all too well how you feel. Unfortunately, I
think a lot of kids atFairfield do. So first off, ifyou ever feel
like skipping all your classes for the week and getting on the
next flight to Cabo (which I often feel like doing ...),just
remember this: you are not alone.
The one thing college often makes us do is prioritize,
even when we don't want to. And although this is an
essential skill to develop, it is not the easiest to embrace. Whenever you're feeling overwhelmed and think
the sky is falling (like chicken little), try writing down
a list of things you need to do. As you continue to
complete these tasks, mark them off the list. The sight
of a line marked through something you completed
is quite relaxing. Before you know it, the list will be
completely marked off, and you'll be amazed at
how calm and put together you will feel.
And remember, although it is great to join
clubs, take lots of different classes, and raise your
own money, if enough is enough and you think
you've bitten off more than you can chew, you

can always drop a class, join another club that fits into your
schedule better, or find a job with easier hours (that or bum
off mom and dad for a while...).
My final word of advice is this: congratulate yourself
on all you have accomplished. Whether or not you realize
it, you are succeeding each time you finish an assignment,
make it to tutor on time, or even just make it to class.
You need to reward yourself for the great work you are
doing. Perhaps watch a movie, go get a skinny vanilla
latte, cuddle in your bed and read a magazine, or
flip on TV and watch McDreamy, fantasize about
McSteamy, and fall asleep, all ready to do it again
tomorrow.

Disclaimer. This column isfor entertainment only. The author is a student, not a licensed
therapist, and this column is not intended to take the place ofprofessional advice. The views
expressed are the author's and are not necessarily shared by The Mirror or its staff.

Suzanne McHenry is no feather in the wind.
Every day, she rises with the sun to run with the homeless.
Every day, she's feeding her life, her career and her future.
Feed your future at www.pwc.tv

PRICQ/VATERHOUSEQOPERS

U

© 2010 PncewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. "PricewaterhouseCoopers" refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (a Delaware limited liability partnership) or, as the context requires, the PricewaterhouseCoopers global network or other member firms of the
network, each of which Is a separate and Independent legal entity. We are proud to be an Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employer.

Coffee Break
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IRROR SPORTS 3X5

Follow us at mirror3x5 now on Twitter! We've got nudie pictures! ... (kidding, just seeing if anyone actually reads this.)
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SUPER BOWL HAIKU
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P^011 Manning.

Fleur de Us.

Baltimore.

Super Bowl
Commercials.

Mardi Gras.

Cooper is better.

vlapoieon lives.

Crab cakes and football.

Have a Coke and smile.

Where boys become men.

EDITION

Eli. Plax. Tyree. Enjoy.
KEITH CONNORS

He loves him some Natty •
Bo.

Make me a bicycle clown!

Can't believe it's not butter.

Can't. Jonas Brothers in
town.

GENERAL MANAGER

ink he knows ping-pong?

SoCo makes good nights.

""■m me game yo

Tom wants the ManCrunch.

Let the dogs out.

STAFF SUPER BOWL PREDICTIONS

SUPER

f

BOWL

O

Tom Cleary (Editor-in-Chief) - Colts, 31-27
Chris Simmons (Managing Editor) - Saints, 3-2
Lily Norton (Managing Editor! - Colts, 24-21
Keith Connors (General Manager) - Saints, 31-27
Chris Haliskoe (Managing Director) - Saints, 35-24
Joe Cefoli (Online Project Manager) - Colts, 27-20
Keri Harrison (News Editor) - Colts, 24-17

-Melissa Mann (A&E Editor) - Colts, 24-14
Veronica Florentino (Opinion Editor) - Saints, 34-14
Dan Leitao (Staff Writer) - Saints, 24-21
Peter Caty (Multimedia Editor) Kristian Petric (Distribution Manager)- Colts, 27-24
Eric Lessard (Lion Tamer) - Saints, 37-35
Charles Nelson Reilly (Optometrist) - Colts... or Saints

Fairfield University
r
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r
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For a limited time,

Rings start
$

at m

Share ft all with your college ring.
Wed.&Thurs., Feb. 10 & 11 • 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. • Student Center Campus Bookstore
'Select Lustrium® styles. Offer valid at events only. Prices subject to change.

fastens.
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

Cooley Knows Defense Wins

;HE SAID IT...
"Tough? Bring it on, baby. You've
got to beat everybody to cut down
the nets."
-Fairfteld head coach Ed Cooleyfollowing
the Stags 88-80 loss to Rider. Cooley made it
a point to state that the team is unfazed by
their daunting upcoming schedule, which
begins this Friday against St. Peter's

;GAME OF THE WEEK

vs. St. Peter's
Friday, Feb. 5th
7pm, Harbor Yard
The Stags fell short against Rider last weekend in a
possible statement game. This time around, Fairfield
aims to show it belongs among the conference's top
teams against upstart St. Peter's.

IMAAC STANDINGS

Team
Siena
Iona
Fairfield
Saint Peter's
Rider
Canisius
Niagara
Loyola
Manhattan
Marist

Overall Conf.
19-4
12r0
17-6
9-3
8-4
15-7
8-4
13-9
13-11
6-6
11-12
6-6
12-12
5-7
10-12
3-9
7-15
2-10
1-11
1-21

When the Stags offense struggled
throughout Cooley's first season, the
defense picked up the slack. Players like
Mamadou
Diakhate '08 and Anthony
TOM CLEARY
lohnson
TO
stepped in to bring toughED/TOR IN CHIEF
ness and a presence that made Fairfield
a hard team to face every game.
This year the Stags jumped out to
one of the best starts in school history,
led by a strong-willed point guard and
From the moment that head coach
a tough attitude. But lately that defense has
Ed Cooley took over as head coach he has
slipped and Cooley has seen it happen.
preached tough defense.
Fairfield is allowing 67 points per
And for most of his career the Stags
game, fifth in the MAAC, but in the past
have played tough defense, at least when
three games the Stags allowed Rider to
they win.
score 88 points, Loyola 67 and Iona 68. But
that does not tell the entire story. Cooley
did that emphatically after the Stags loss
to Rider, one of the worst defensive performances in Cooley's tenure.
"We're just not a very good defensive team right now. To score 80 points
at home and lose, it's embarrassing,"
Cooley said." We're just disgusting defensively."
Cooley preaches pride on defense
and lately he has not seen that from his
squad.
"Until our guys step up and want to
try and do it, with the pride, some intensity and some understanding, we're going
to continue to win games against teams
that aren't good offensively," Cooley said.
The Stags allowed Rider to shoot
54 percent from the floor in the loss.
In Fairfield's win against Loyola, the
Greyhounds shot 52.1 percent, but a
Peter Caty/lhe Mirror tough final five minutes and the best
Despite a strong offensive performance by
performance of sophomore guard Sean
players like Yorel Hawkins, the Stags have
Crawford's career allowed Fairfield to
pull out a 71-67 win.
struggled defensively.

Now Cooley has to find a way to get his
team back on track defensively.
"I think our focus has been on defense
since I became head coach," Cooley said.
The Stags showed the defensive "pride"
that Cooley wanted to see in the final minutes of the game against Rider, nearly forcing the Broncs to turn the game over. The
Stags forced six turnovers in the final four
minutes and twice cut Rider's lead down
to four points. But they could not get any
closer to that. For Cooley, the comeback
was too little too late and was also a trend
he has seen far too often.
"We can't wait until we are down and
then realize 'Oh s*it, we need to play did.
When we did [against Rider] the game
changed," Cooley said.
The Stags senior forward, Mike
Evanovich, who scored a career-high 24
points against Rider, also realizes that it is
time for Fairfield's defense to wake up.
Evanovich was 8-for-11 on three pointers. He started the game 8-for-8 from beyond the arc and the eight made threes ties
him with Greg Francis and lermaine Clark
for most in a game in Fairfield history.
"It all felt good, they were finding
me in open spots," Evanovich said. "But it
doesn't matter if we came out with a loss we lost at home and gave up 88 points - All
that [the eight threes and record] doesn't
matter.
"Everyone in the locker room knows
why we lost, before the coaches came in.
We gave up 88 points and did not play
defense. It is on us, we know what we are
supposed to do, it is on us to go out and do
it," Evanovich added.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Women's Basketball Faces Important Stretch

;HE SAID IT...

"Right now our attitude is very good.
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

If you had asked two weeks ago ... our

MANAGING EDITOR

attitude was in a nose dive."

Typically, coaches don't like to make
one game stand out. They'll spew "coachspeak," down playing any additional importance, especially to conference games.
But this week, women's basketball
head coach loe Frager knows his team
is facing an important stretch of basketball. His goal is to always have his team
playing its best during the final run to the
MAAC Tournament.
"I think the most important thing
right now is to focus on St. Peter's,
you never want to put one game above
the others, but that is a really big
game for us."
The Stags are coming off a loss to
second-place Iona which dropped them
into seventh place in the MAAC. If the
season ended today, Fairfield would
have to play an extra game in the MAAC
Tournament.
"I think the Iona game, hopefully
we can take some confidence from that,"
said Frager. "Honesdy, we just need to get
healthy."
Fairfield has been hampered by injuries, playing some recent games with only
a six woman rotation. Even the Stags who
are healthy enough to play are nicked and
banged up.
"For the Iona game, you never like to
lose," said Frager. "But I think they were
just too much for us; they wore us down.
I was proud of the way we batded and
came back, but Iona may be the deepest
team in the league."
Frager is hoping that the Stags can

Fairfield head coach foe Frager on the mindset of his team given its disappointing start.

IGAME OF THE WEEK

vs. Marist
Tuesday, Feb. 9th
7pm, Harbor Yard
Marist, the class of the MAAC and three-time defending conference champions, come to the Arena
at Harbor Yard next Tuesday evening.

IMAAC STANDINGS
Team
Marist
Iona
Manhattan
Siena
Canisius
Niagara
Fairfield
Loyola
Saint Peter's
Rider

Overall
17-5
13-8
10-11
7-12
9-11
7-13
10-11
9-12
8-13
3-18

Conf.
9-1
9-1
5-5
5-5
4-5
4-5
4-6
4-6
4-6
1-9

utes from one senior this year.
take some positives out of the way they
"We've definitely seen leadership
kept the game close and grinded to the
end, especially coming off a
good performance earlier in
the weekend against Loyola.
"I was really, really happy with our win at Loyola,"
said head coach loe Frager.
"I thought it was one of our
most consistent games all
year. We got nice, balanced
scoring."
Despite all the injuries,
the Stags did get two quality
performances from injured
senior center Tara Flaherty.
"Tara Flaherty gave us
some really good minutes at
Loyola and going into Iona,
they are a very physical team
and Tara is a physical player."
Frager had previously
said that this team was one of
his favorite to coach because
of how well the women got
along and their team-spirit.
Peter Caty/The Mirror
And while their attitude may Sophomore Desiree Pina has been one player who has
have waned in recent weeks
seen an increased role this season.
with the losses and injuries,
strides from Des Pina," said Frager. "She's
they have rebounded.
come into her own. And Taryn Johnson
"Right now, our attitude is very good.
has been more consistent with the energy
If you had asked me two weeks ago, I
that she brings. They've tried to step up."
probably would have said that maybe our
This season, Frager has been letting
attitude was in a little of a nose dive."
his younger players learn on the job and
But then the Stags won on the road
take their lumps.
against Rider and the Stags regained
"We're basically a freshman and
some of their confidence.
sophomore
team," said Frager. "You've
Fairfield has also seen some of its
just got to let them keep playing and
younger players carry a large load. The
figure-fhings out.
Stags have only gotten significant min-
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The Bunny Special
2 Large Cheese Pizza
2 Subs
10 Wings
4 Sodas
$44.00

The Albino Frog Special
Large Cheese Pizza
10 Wings
Two 20oz Sodas
$20.00

Of.

The Guys Dupe Specia
2 Subs M
10 Wings
Two 20 oz Soda
$20.00

The Swamp Special
20 Wings
2 Large Cheese Pizza
$30.00

The Dugout Special
2 subs
large cheese pizza
Two 20 oz Sodas
$20.00 "

PLUS' fabf One Lame Pizza (jet a Small CheeSe Pizza free *
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iiother Weeken
BY KEITH CONNORS
GENERAL MANAGER

Three weeks ago, Fairfield found
itself staring at big weekend - Siena, the
Arena at Harbor Yard, first-place on the
line. The end result: a 81-73 loss to the
Saints.
A week later, Fairfield faced yet another daunting task - Iona, on the road,
second-place in the conference at stake.
The end result: a 68-58 setback to the
Gaels in New Rochelle, NY.
Now, following an up-and-down

week highlighted by a thrilling victory
over Loyola (Md.) in the game's' waning
minutes, but tainted with a 88-80 loss to
Rider this past Saturday, head coach Ed
Cooley and the Stags find themselves
in an all-too-familar situation. This
weekend, St. Peter's - currendy tied with
the Stags for third in the Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference (MAAC) standings
- travels to Bridgeport to challenge the
Stags, only this weekend marks more
than just a game of great significance;
it marks the first time the Stags may be
facing a must-win.
After opening its MAAC schedule

nother Test

with a 5-1 record, Fairfield has dropped
two of its last three and three of its last
six games. The end result: an added
sense of urgency to accentuate an
already important matchup.
Nonetheless, head coach Ed Cooley
insists that the Stags are not fazed by the
situation, regardless of the recent slump.
"That's what you sign up for. If it's
tough, it's tough," Cooley said, referring
to the Stags' upcoming schedule. "You've
got to play everybody to cut down the
nets. I'd rather have it tough than easy.
"If it's easy, how do you get better?"
Cooley added.

Following the team's game against
the Peacocks on Friday, the Stags will
prep for a Monday rematch against
Siena in Albany. The Saints remain the
conference's lone undefeated team this
season.
Aside from Siena, Fairfield faces a
myriad of other tests in the coming days,
including a second-go around against
every team vying for second place in the
MAAC and, consequently, a first-round
bye in the impending MAAC tournament (Iona, Niagara, Rider).
"Tough?" Cooley asked with a smile
on his face. "Bring it on, baby."
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ilNSIDESF^ORTS: WOMEN'S BASKETBALL FACES A TOUGH STRETCH P. 22, COOLEY KNOWS DEFENSE WINS p. 22, 3x5 p. 21

